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(Matthew 28:9)

_____________________________
Discover Jesus in your daily life!
Dear friends of go4peace,

God's project with mankind was at stake. War, injustice and inequality were the order
of the day. Prophets had called for repentance for many years. Nothing had been fruitful.
That's when God decided to send His Son to earth. He was to rediscover man's vocation to
fraternal love. This is how Jesus came to earth. For over 30 years he shared the live of the
people. At the end of his life, he felt that we humans would continue to need him. So he
wanted to stay with us forever out of love – hidden, but completely present. He was the first
to meet Mary Magdalene and some other women after his death He gave them the order: "Go,
tell my brothers to go to Galilee. There they will see me!" (Mt 28:10) He sent them back to
the Sea of Galilee. There they were at home. There he wanted to stay with them. He wanted to
turn fishermen into experts in God's presence.
We would like to follow this great wish of Jesus to be with us in our everyday lives in
this year 2022. We invite you to become an expert in the hidden presence of Jesus. In
addition, there is this little impulse for you every month that will help you to discover Jesus'
presence. It is not about believing in the presence of Jesus because He promised it to us. It's
more about discovering it and experiencing it. When He is present among us, He is manifests
himself the peace, light, fire and joy that only He can give. Tomaš from Bořitov (Czech
Republic) will tell a little experience about these impulses, at the end of each impulse and in
the video in the "App go4peace". Here comes his first experience – in the middle of his
everyday life:
"I had bought a hamburger and was looking forward to dinner. In front of me was a
truck on the road that had gotten lost. The driver waved me to stop. He was looking for a
parking space for the night. I helped him to find a suitable place in the village. He thanked me
with a smile. As I drove on, it occurred to me that the driver would certainly be hungry. I still
had the delicious hamburger I was looking forward to. So I drove back to the truck. "There's
something to eat here! You must be hungry!" I said, handing him my hamburger. He looked at
me in surprise and smiled gratefully. Then I drove home. I had a huge joy in my heart, even
without hamburgers in my stomach." – Discover Jesus in your daily life! – Discover Jesus
in your daily life!
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